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Excel Wall Interiors is imbued with a passion for art, 
luxury and affordable interiors, redefining Indian walls 
with Global trends. Over the past two decades we are 
the fastest growing and the largest wallpaper company in 
India. Headquartered in City of Joy - Kolkata, Excel has 
its presence all over India through our expert sales team 
and channel partners.

Discover our wallcovering collection which includes - 
from traditional patterns like classical damask, stripes, 
and motifs to modern prints like abstract, contemporary, 
botanical to digitally printed custom murals.

Address : 301 Prasad Square, 164 AJC Bose Road, WB,

Kolkata - 700 014, India. Contact us : +91-33-40560400,

email: info@excelwallpapers.com

About

FOLLOW US

www.excelwallpapers.com



METROPOLITAN STORIES II

The journey continues!

Created and made in Germany.

Get ready for new people, new cities and stunning new modern interiors. Six brand 

identities showcase their unique style and their easy, relaxed lifestyle and home 

style. They will encourage you to try new ideas and copy existing ones and to               

develop your own style. Wherever they are in the world - the new designs, full of  

expression, tell their own stories and encourage you to re-tell them in a way that is 

both inspiring and fascinating.





Specification Sheet

Collection Name

Country of Origin

Category

Physical Properties

Size

Supply Quantity

Backing

: METROPOLITAN STORIES 2
  
: Germany

: Luxury

: 0.53 mtr x 10.05 mtr

: 57 sqft

: Vinyl with non woven



"MIO. Tokyo."
The typical character “MIO - Tokyo” represents the trends 
from the metropolis of Tokyo.
Buckle up and hit the ground running is the thing to do in 
the fast-paced and probably most spectacular city in the 
world. As evening falls, neon lights bounce colourfully off 
the hard tarmac and skyscrapers reach for the stars, creat-
ing a futuristic vision.
"MIO - Tokyo" epitomises the ultimate youthfulness of Tokyo 
style; in the parallel world of influencers, it has an online 
presence, 24/7. At the same time, "MIO - Tokyo" is well 
aware of Japanese traditions and values. Walls are as dec-
orative as they are symbolic.



37859-6

37859-1

37859-3

“MIO - Tokyo” represents the trends from the  
metropolis of Tokyo. Walls are as decorative as 
they are symbolic. This is where koi, a symbol of 
good luck, come to life, appearing like a smile, 
we see the delicate pastel shades of cherry blos-
som in all its splendour or the bird sitting amidst 
Japanese witch hazel. Living between two worlds.



37859-4 37859-5



A profusion of golden trees with an oriental flair are set 
against the red background of the “MIO - Tokyo” wallpa-
per. The high-quality wallpaper stands for strength and 
self-confidence – the perfect statement for creative spaces. 
This wallpaper comes in two other colourways to suit more 
deliberately understated walls. In black, shot through with 
metallic flashes, or in grey and white, this wallpaper also 
sets a delightful contrasting tone with existing coloured fur-
nishings.

37867-1

37867-2

37867-3



37867-1



This flamboyant patterned wallpaper in a bold 

shade of turquoise evokes a feminine atmosphere. 

Delicate pink blossom, oriental in style, adds the 

perfect flourish to this wallpaper. The floral design is 

also beautifully highlighted against other available 

backgrounds of cream and lilac.

37912-1

37912-2

37912-3



37912-3



"ANTONIO. Barcelona."
The typical character “ANTONIO - Barcelona” represents 
the trends from the metropolis of Barcelona. 

Barcelona is about Gaudi, it’s about art and culture on 
corners of small alleyways in this proud and lively Catalo-
nian city.
With ANTONIO, everyone will become a lover of evening 
sunsets, every step will become a dance and every home 
will be transformed into an inviting Spanish-style Casa.



37862-2

37862-3

37862-4

The typical character “ANTONIO - Barcelona” 
represents the trends from the metropolis of Barce-
lona. Walls are adorned with plants reminiscent of 
Barcelona’s Rambla. The playful hint of art by 
Gaudi, with its soft tones, bring a light, airy feel to 
these wallpapers and whet your appetite for living 
in the new collection of Metropolitan Stories II.



37862-1



37858-1

37858-2

37858-3

Exciting Used Look patterns combined on patchwork 
tiles – With the mesmerising tile motif of “ANTONIO 
– Barcelona”, which will inspire you with three 
colour versions, you can create stimulating effects 
on your wall and transform the room into a highlight 
of your lifestyle. The wallpapers are especially beau-
tiful in the kitchen and bathroom.



37858-1



37954-2

37954-3

37954-4

Proof of how realistic a wallpaper can look -       

“ANTONIO - Barcelona’s” Used Look wallpaper in 

a shabby chic style. The structure and three-dimen-

sional effects make you look twice before you realise 

that this is no “real” retro wall.



37954-1





"AVA. New York."
The typical character “AVA - New York” represents the 
trends from the metropolis of New York. 

Success & the City! Be unique, authentic and passionate for 
things that are worth it. Experience and a flair for style will 
take you to the heart of the hustle and bustle of this         
pulsating big city of dreams. Once you've tried it - you 
know what it's like.
"AVA - New York" unveils flamboyant creations that have a 
down-to-earth appeal. A cool, bold reinterpretation, trans-
forming trend classics into imaginative accessories and   
details. Structures on the wall create structure in life.



The typical character “AVA - New York” represents the 
trends from the metropolis of New York. Structures on 
the wall create structure in life. 

Muted without being soft, and relaxed, in earthy shades 
that exude warmth, these designs open up spaces and 
create exciting touches for a new style of living.

37919-1

37919-2

37919-4



37919-3



Hundreds of tiny headlights in the pattern of this      
wallpaper become a wonderful luminous backdrop 
and “AVA - New York’s” favourite wallpaper becomes 
the star of your living space. The golden touches to the 
black wall covering bring elegance and luxury to adorn 
your four walls. Experience the glamour and charm of 
New York in a totally different way. Transform an         
ordinary room into a warm and welcoming space.

37864-1

37864-2

37864-3



37864-4



Hundreds of tiny headlights in the pattern of this      
wallpaper become a wonderful luminous backdrop 
and “AVA - New York’s” favourite wallpaper becomes 
the star of your living space. The golden touches to the 
black wall covering bring elegance and luxury to adorn 
your four walls. Experience the glamour and charm of 
New York in a totally different way. Transform an         
ordinary room into a warm and welcoming space.

37869-1

37869-2

37869-3

37869-2



37903-1

37903-2

37903-3

37903-5



37903-4

37903-5

37903-6



37913-4

37913-5

37913-1

37913-2

37913-3 37865-3



37857-4

37857-5

37857-1

37857-2

37857-3 37857-6



37865-5

37865-6

37865-1

37865-2

37865-4 37865-7





37902-3

37902-4

37865-8

37865-9

37902-2 37953-1



37953-4

37953-2 37953-6

37953-3



DD118830 DD118828



DD118825



www.excelwallpapers.com

A.S. Création Tapeten AG  I  Südstrasse 47
51645 Gummersbach  I  www.as-creation.de


